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2ABSTRACT
The dimeric structure of bovine β-lactoglobulin A (BLGA) at pH 4.0 was solved to 2.0 Å resolution.
Fitting the BLGA pH 4.0 structure to SAXS data at low ionic strength (goodness of fit R-factor =
3.6%) verified the dimeric state in solution. Analysis of the monomer-dimer equilibrium at varying pH
and ionic strength by SAXS and scattering modeling showed that BLGA is dimeric at pH 3.0 and 4.0,
shifting towards a monomer at pH 2.2, 2.6 and 7.0 yielding monomer/dimer ratios of 80/20%, 50/50%
and 25/75%, respectively. BLGA remained a dimer at pH 3.0 and 4.0 in 50150 mM NaCl, whereas
the electrostatic shielding raised the dimer content at pH 2.2, 2.6 and 7.0, i.e. below and above the pI.
Overall the findings provide new insights on the molecular characteristics of BLGA relevant for dairy
product formulations and for various biotechnological and pharmaceutical applications.
Keywords: β-lactoglobulin A; X-ray crystallography; small-angle X-ray scattering; scattering 
modeling; monomer/dimer ratios
3INTRODUCTION
β-Lactoglobulin (BLG) is a small soluble and acid stable globular protein with molecular mass of ~18.4 
kDa (162 amino acid residues) and isoelectric point of 4.75.2,1,2,3 found in bovine milk at 3.0–3.3
g/L.4,5 It occurs in several isoforms of which two, BLGA and BLGB, are dominant.6 BLGA is most
common and differs at Gly64 and Val118 being Asp64 and Ala118 in BLGB.7, 8 BLG is a member of
the lipocalin family able to bind and transport small, typically hydrophobic molecules like retinol, fatty
acids, vitamins and dodecyl sulphate.914 While the biological function of BLG remains unknown, it
has been suggested to serve a role in nutrition and as carrier of small ligands.915 Notably, BLG is
highly relevant with applications in the food, biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries.9,10,14,15
   Crystal and NMR structures revealed that BLG has a hydrophobic core of eight antiparallel β-strands 
(A-H) forming a β-barrel (or calyx) showing a pH dependent accessibility mediated via a
conformational change of the flexible loop connecting strands E and F (EF-loop-residues 85–90).10,16
At pH >7.0 this loop adopts an open conformation as seen in different crystal structures (1BEB, 1BSY,
1B0O, 2Q2M, 2BLG),1,14,1719 whereas at pH <7.0 a closed form is found in crystal and NMR
structures (1CJ5, 2AKQ and 3BLG).19, 20, 21
In solution BLG is present in different oligomerization states depending on pH, ionic strength and
temperature.6,22,23 Previous studies have shown that BLGA is a monomer at pH ≤ 3,6,2427 a dimer at
neutral pH6,15,23 and exists as a dimer-octamer equilibrium at pH 4.7 depending on ionic strength.6
NMR structures of BLGA monomers were determined at pH 2.0 (in 20 mM HCl, 5 mg/mL BLGA,
45°C)20 and pH 2.6 (in 50 mM potassium phosphate, ~20 mg/mL BLGA, 37°C)27 opposed to crystal
structures at pH 5.28.2, where BLGA is a dimer at different ionic strengths.1,14,17,19,21,28,29 Previous
proton magnetic relaxation dispersion (MRD) and light scattering studies have shown that BLGA
forms larger structures, i.e. tetramers, hexamers and octamers at pH 3.75.0 at 15°C and below 10°C.6,
43032 BLGA associates to form these large structures at high protein concentrations (>15 mg/mL), and
this association increases with increase in protein concentration and decrease in temperature.32,33
BLGA (at <10 mg/mL) exists as a monomer-dimer equilibrium at pH <4.0 and >5.2 and the
equilibrium shifts towards the dimer with increasing ionic strength and decreasing charge on the
protein,33 and towards the monomer with increase in temperature.27 Sedimentation velocity analysis
provided evidence that BLGA is a dimer with no larger oligomer being present at pH 4.5 and 5.5 in 20
mM sodium citrate/citric acid, 100 mM NaCl at 25°C.34
Although BLG has been extensively investigated, the tertiary structure at pH 4.0 has not been
reported. This pH region, however, is highly relevant e.g. for food applications such as acidified milk
drinks and many protein enriched food products, which motivated the present structure determination
of BLGA in the crystal and in solution at pH 4.0. Furthermore, SAXS combined with scattering
modelling enabled analysis of BLGA self-association and provided estimates of the shift in
monomer/dimer ratio elicited by change of pH and ionic strength.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample preparation. β-lactoglobulin variant A (BLGA) was purified from cow's milk as described 
previously,35 and the purity of the sample was verified by analytical ultracentrifugation. Lyophilized
BLGA (6 mg/mL) was dissolved in milliQ water by stirring (150 rpm, overnight, R.T.), centrifuged
(12,000 g, 20 min, 4°C) and filtered (0.22 μm syringe filter; Frisenette ApS, Knebel, Denmark). The
BLGA concentration was determined spectrophotometrically at 280 nm using a molar extinction
coefficient ɛ = 17,600 M−1·cm−1. 35 The BLGA stock solution was diluted buffers to 10 mM glycine
(pH 2.2 and 2.6), sodium citrate/citric acid (pH 3.0 and 4.0), and Tris-HCl (pH 7.0). The sample was
equilibrated for ~2 h by adding fresh buffers using 3 kDa cutoff centrifuge based filters and centrifuged
5(12,000 g, 20 min, 4°C). BLGA (15 mg/mL) in 50 mM sodium citrate/citric acid pH 4.0 was used for
crystallization (see below).
BLGA crystallization. Crystals were grown at pH 4.0 in hanging drops containing 2 µL BLGA (15
mg/mL) and 2 µL 12% PEG 4000, 150 mM magnesium nitrate, for about two weeks at R.T. Prior to
data collection, BLGA crystals were cryoprotected in crystallization liquid containing 25% glycerol
and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. Data were collected from a rod-shaped crystal at the ESRF
(Grenoble, France) on beamline ID30A-1 (MASSIF-1) using a Pilatus3 2M detector. The size of the
crystal was about 0.6 mm in length and 0.15 mm in width. The data were processed and scaled using
the programs XDS and XSCALE.37 Data collection and data processing statistics are summarized in
Table 1.
Structure determination and refinement. The BLGA structure was solved by molecular
replacement in Phaser,38 using the crystal structure of BLGA determined at pH 7.3 (1BSO) as search
model.19 An initial model was obtained using AutoBuild,39 and improved by several cycles of
refinement, manual building and water picking using WinCoot40 and PHENIX.41,42 Refinement
statistics are summarized in Table 1.
SAXS of BLGA. SAXS experiments of BLGA in the absence and presence of salt at various pH were
performed on beamline BM29 (ESRF, Grenoble, France)43 and beamline P12 (EMBL, DESY,
Hamburg, Germany).44 Samples were measured at 20°C in 10 time frames with exposure times of 2 s
(ESRF) and 0.05 s (DESY) each. The exposure time was optimized using on-line checks during
acquisitions to avoid radiation damage effects. All frames were averaged in order to maximize signal-
to-noise ratios for each data-set after visual inspection. The sample-to-detector distance was 2.867 m
(ESRF) and 3.0 m (DESY). Sample size was approximately 40 µL using an automated flow cell.
Buffers were measured before and after each sample and averaged prior to subtraction. Buffer
6averaging and subtraction prior to data analysis was done in PRIMUS.45 Data were collected for 1
mg/mL BLGA in 10 mM glycine (pH 2.2 and 2.6), sodium citrate/citric acid (pH 3.0 and 4.0), and Tris-
HCl (pH 7.0) in the absence and presence of NaCl. The Guinier analysis was done using PRIMUS44
and the distance distribution function was calculated using GNOM.46
Scattering modeling. The calculations of X-ray scattering curves for BLGA monomer determined at
pH 2.0 (1CJ5) and the present dimer crystal structure at pH 4.0 (6FXB) were performed for comparison
with the experimental curves using SCT.47, 48 A cube side length of 0.591 nm and a cutoﬀ of four atoms
were used to create spheres in the BLGA models. The hydration shell (0.3 g H2O/g protein) was
created by adding spheres to the unhydrated sphere models using HYPRO.47, 49 The X-ray scattering
curve I(Q) was calculated using the Debye equation (adapted to spheres) as described previously.47,50
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure of BLGA. The structure at pH 4.0 was solved by molecular replacement to 2.0 Å
resolution (refinement statistics are shown in Table 1). Four BLGA monomers making two well
defined dimers (AB and CD) were found in the asymmetric unit. The Ramachandran plot showed all
residues to be within allowed regions except Tyr99 that adopts a γ-turn conformation in all four chains, 
a common feature to nearly all BLGA structures.14,18,19
Essentially the overall structure of the BLGA monomers corresponds well to previously reported
structures.14,1819 The BLGA monomer consists of one main α-helix (residues 130142) and nine β-
strands (A–I), eight (A–H) forming a β-barrel, while β-strand I contributes to the dimer interface 
(Figure 1A and B). The present structure includes four short α-helices, α-1, α-2, α-3 and α-4 (Figure 
1B). All four chains have the EF loop in closed conformation as expected for acidic conditions.19,21,21
7Table 1. Data Collection and Refinement Statistics for BLGA
Data collection
Space group P22121
Unit cell
a, b, c (Å) 67.11, 75.61, 140.62
α, β, γ (º) α= 90, β=90, γ=90 
Total number of reflections 198216(12719)
Number of unique reflection 46190(3397)
Protein molecules in ASU 4
Resolution limits (Å) 60.56–1.99(2.04–1.99)
Rmerge (%) 6.6(52.9)
Completeness (%) 92.5(93.6)
Average I/ (I) 11.46(2.67)
Wilson plot B-factor (Å2) 29.7
Refinement
Rfactor (%) 23.21(30.26)
Rfree (%) 26.95(35.35)
Number of reflections 45896(4632)
Reflections used for R-free 2267(227)
Number of residues in ASU 648
Number of water molecules 230
Root mean square deviation from ideal
Bond lengths (Å) 0.005
Bond angles (º) 0.84
B-factors (Å2) 41
Solvent content 49.8
Rotamers and Ramachandran Plot
Ramachandran outliers (%) 0
Rotamer outliers (%) 0.87
Residues in preferred regions (%) 97
Residues in allowed regions (%) 3
8The open and closed conformations of the EF loop are also illustrated in various structures by the
distance between Cα-L87 (EF loop) and Cα-P38 (AB loop) (Table S1).
Using PyMOL,51 the secondary structure elements in the present crystal structure were compared
with earlier crystal structures covering the pH range 5.2–8.5; 2AKQ (pH 5.2);21 3BLG (pH 6.2);18
1BEB (pH 6.5);1 1BSQ (pH 7.1);29 1BSO (pH 7.3);19 2Q2M (pH 7.4);17 2BLG (pH 8.2); 18 and 5HTE
(pH 8.5)52 as well as with two NMR structures: 1CJ5 (pH 2.0)20 and 1DV9 (pH 2.6)27 (Table S1). Helix
α-1 (residues 1215 in the N-terminal loop) is several residues longer in some of these other BLGA
structures and not well conserved in the lipocalin family.1,19 α-2 (residues 29–33 in the AB loop) in 
previously reported structures was formed by residues 29–32 and is together with strand I situated at
the dimer interface and lacking in the NMR monomer structures determined at pH 2.0 (1CJ5)18 and at
pH 2.6 (1DV9).27 α-2 may thus be required for stabilization of the dimeric state. α-3 (residues 113–116 
in the GH loop) was found in the present pH 4.0 crystal structure and in the crystal structure
determined at pH 6.5, but lacking in all other reported crystal 1,17-19,21,52 and NMR structures,20, 27 and
hence is not well conserved (Table S1). α-4 (residues 153–157 in the C-terminal loop) was similar in 
the present pH 4.0 and crystal structures at pH 5.2 (2AKQ),21 pH 6.2 (3BLG),18 and pH 8.2 (2BLG),18
one residue longer than in structures at pH 2.0 (1CJ5)20 and 6.5–7.3 (1BSO, 1BSQ, 1BEB),1,19, 29 one
residue shorter than in the NMR structure at pH 2.6 (1DV9)27 (Table S1), and lacking in the crystal
structure at pH 8.5. These observations together indicate that α-4 is not strictly conserved.  
The BLGA dimer interface contained five hydrogen bonds; four inter-monomer main chain hydrogen
bonds observed in all structures: Arg148:N (A)→Arg148:O (B), Ser150:N (A)→His146:O (B), 
Arg148:N (B)→Arg148:O (A), Ser150:N (B)→A:His146:O (A) (Figure 1C) between β-strands I in 
two monomers, and a side-chain hydrogen bond His146:ND1 (A)→Ser150:O (B) only observed in the 
present pH 4.0 crystal structure (Figure 1C). These inter subunit hydrogen bonds between β-strands I  
9Figure 1. Crystal structure of BLGA (6FXB) at pH 4.0. (A) Ribbon representation of BLGA (chains AB) dimer.
(B) Ribbon representation of a BLGA (chain B) monomer with β-strands, α-helices and loops being labeled. The 
dimer interface of BLGA (chains AB) showing hydrogen bonds between β-strands I in (C) the present crystal 
structure at pH 4.0, and crystal structures (D) at pH 5.2 (2AKQ) and (E) pH 6.5 (1BEB). This figure was
generated by PyMOL.51 Hydrogen bond distances are shown in angstrom (Å).
are critical for dimer stability. The number of inter subunit hydrogen bonds between β-strands I in the 
present structure were compared with other reported structures and are shown in Table S1, Figure 1C,D
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and E. It is important to mention that the missing hydrogen bonds in some structures could also be due
to low resolution.
Superimposition of the BLGA (chains AB) dimer with dimeric crystal structures (1BEB, rmsd 1.2Å)
showed the structures varied from each other mostly in flexible loops and helices (Figure 2A).
Superimposition of the BLGA monomer (chain B) at pH 4.0 with monomeric BGLA determined by
NMR at pH 2.0 (1CJ5)20 and 2.6 (1DV9),27 showed striking conformational differences involving the
AB loop that occur at the dimer interface in the main α-helix (Figure 2B). The conformations of 
Phe105 and Met107 inside the calyx, and Trp19 at the base of calyx were different from the NMR
structures at pH 2.0 (1CJ5: 10 models) and at pH 2.6 (1DV9: 21 models) (Figure 2B, Figure S1). The
presence of these differences for the BLGA monomer subunit was evident also from the rms deviation
(Cα) of 1.8–2.1 Å for 1CJ520 (10 models) and 0.93–1.30 Å for 1VD9 (21 models).27 The BLGA
structure at pH 4.0 also contained one polyethylene glycol and two nitrate ions that came from the
crystallization solution.
SAXS of BLGA. Self-association of BLGA as a function of pH and ionic strength was studied using
SAXS at the beamline BM29 ESRF (Grenoble, France).43 The scattering data for BLGA showed no
radiation damage. The Guinier fits of BLGA (1 mg/mL) gave RG values of 1.73 ± 0.02 nm (pH 2.2),
1.94 ± 0.03 nm (pH 2.6), 2.39 ± 0.03 nm (pH 3.0), 2.32 ± 0.04 nm (pH 4.0) and 2.09 ± 0.02 nm (pH
7.0) (Table S2). At 2 mg/mL, the RG values increased slightly to 1.80 ± 0.02 nm (pH 2.2), 2.01 ± 0.03
nm (pH 2.6) and 2.2 ± 0.02 nm (pH 7.0). However, at pH 3.0 and 4.0 the RG values were similar to the
values observed for BLGA at 1 mg/mL (Table S3, Figure 3), indicating concentration dependent self-
association of BLGA at pH 2.2, 2.6 and 7.0. The results from the Guinier analyses agreed very well
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Figure 2. (A) Superimposition of BGLA dimer at pH.4.0 (red, 6FXB) and the crystal structure of BLGA at pH
6.5 (sky blue, 1BEB). (B) Stereo view showing BLGA structural comparisons. Superimposition of the present
BGLA (chain B) single subunit at pH 4.0 (red) and the monomer NMR structures of BLGA at pH 2.0 (yellow,
1CJ5, first model), and at pH 2.65 (blue, 1DV9, first model).
with the corresponding RG and maximum length L values calculated using GNOM46 (Table S2,
Table S3, Figure 3, Figure S3, Figure S4). These RG and L values were compared to an RG of 1.59
12
Figure 3. Experimental Guinier and P(r) analyses of BLGA. BLGA at 1 mg/mL in the presence and
absence of NaCl and at 2 mg/mL (0 M NaCl) was analysed in 10 mM glycine (pH 2.2 and 2.6), sodium
citrate/citric acid (pH 3.0 and 4.0) and Tris-HCl (pH 7.0). (A) Guinier RG values for BLGA. The
theoretical RG values calculated for the dimeric pH 4.0 crystal structure determined in the present work
(open square) and monomer NMR structure (open triangle) are shown for comparison. (B) Distance
distribution function P(r) analyses of BLGA at various pH. The most frequently occurring distance M
and the maximum length L for BLGA are indicated. The L was measured when the P(r) curve reached
zero at a large r value.
nm and L of 4.5 nm calculated for the monomeric NMR structure (1CJ5)20, and an RG of 2.26 nm
and L of 7.1 nm calculated for the present dimeric crystal structure (Figure 3) and to RG values
reported for BLGA in the literature.23,33 The results indicated that the solution state behavior of
BLGA as a function of pH can be categorized as: i) pH<3.0, the RG of BLGA was lower than the
RG value observed for the dimer and higher than for the monomer, indicating a mixed population
of monomer and dimer; ii) pH 3.0 and 4.0, the RG was in similar range as observed for the dimer,
suggesting that BLGA exists as a dimer at pH 3.0 and 4.0, iii) pH 7.0, the RG was lower than the
dimer, and higher than observed for the monomer, indicating a mixed population of monomer and
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dimer, and iv) an increase in BLGA concentration increased the dimer proportion at pH 2.2, 2.6
and 7.0, indicating concentration dependent self-association of BLGA at these pH values. In
conclusion BLGA exists as dimer at pH 3.0 and 4.0 and as a monomer-dimer equilibrium outside
this pH range.
Scattering modeling. A more thorough investigation of the monomer-dimer equilibrium was
performed by fitting analysis of the experimental scattering curves to the theoretically calculated curves
of the BLGA monomeric NMR structure (1CJ5)20, the pH 4.0 dimeric crystal structure, and their
merged scattering curves using different weights for comparison with experimental data using SCT, a
software suite for comparing atomistic models with SAXS data.47, 48 The monomer and dimer curves
were merged for complementary weights of 080%/10020%, and fitted to the experimental data to
estimate the percent proportion of monomer and dimer. Fitting analyses of merged theoretical curves of
monomer and dimer to experimental data (1 mg/mL) resulted in excellent fits using weights of 80/20%
for pH 2.2, 50/50% for pH 2.6 and 25/75% for pH 7.0 (Figure 4A, B, E and F), suggesting that BLGA
exist as mixed population of monomer and dimer. The goodness of R factor values for merged curves
were 2.3, 1.9 and 3.5% for BLGA at pH 2.2, 2.6 and 7.0, respectively. The merged curves gave RG
values of 1.72, 1.91 and 2.06 nm, and maximum length L values of 5.5, 6.8 and 7.0 nm at pH 2.2, 2.6
and 7.0, respectively, in excellent accord with the corresponding experimental L values of 5.6, 6.5 and
7.4 nm (Figure 4A, B and E insets, Table S2). At 2 mg/mL, weights of 70/30% for pH 2.2, 39/61% for
pH 2.6 and 19/81% for pH 7.0 resulted in excellent fits with R factor of 3.8%, 3.7% and 2.7%,
respectively. The merged curves resulted in RG values of 1.78, 1.98 and 2.1 nm, in good agreement
with experimental data (Table S3). Curve fitting analyses gave good fits with an R factor of 4.7%
and 5.6% at pH 3.0 and 2.3% and 3.6% at pH 4.0 for BLGA dimer at 1 and 2 mg/mL, respectively. The
maximum length L of 7.1 nm for BLGA dimer agreed well with the experimental L values of 7.1 and
14
Figure 4. The main panels (A-E) depict the I(Q) curve fits, and the insets show the P(r) distance
distribution function fits. The experimental I(Q) and P(r) scattering data of BLGA (1 mg/mL in 10 mM
glycine (pH 2.2 and 2.6), sodium citrate/citric acid (pH 3.0 and 4.0) and Tris-HCl (pH 7.0), 0 M NaCl)
are represented by black circles and lines, respectively; the green and blue lines correspond to the pH
2.0 monomeric NMR structure (1CJ5) and the pH 4.0 dimeric crystal structure (6XFB), respectively.
The gray lines correspond to the merged curves of monomer and dimer using scattering weights of
80/20% at pH 2.2 (A), 50/50% at pH 2.6 (B), 25/75% at pH 7.0 (E). (F) Percentage of monomer and
dimer derived from fitting analyses of monomer, dimer and monomer/dimer merged curves using
various scattering weights. The maximum lengths L of monomer, dimer and monomer/dimer merged
curves are shown for comparisons in the P(r) curves (insets). The L was measured when the P(r) curve
reached zero at a large r value.
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7.8 nm at pH 3.0 and 7.2 and 7.5 nm at pH 4.0 at 1 mg/mL and 2 mg/mL (Figure 4C and D, Table S2,
Table S3), thus validating the crystal and the SAXS data. Converting these ratios of monomer-dimer
into percent dissociation resulted in KD of 345.6 µM for 80/20%, 54 µM for 50/50% and 9 µM for
25/75% monomer-dimer at 1 mg/mL. The KD value of 345.6 µM observed for BLGA at pH 2.2 was
larger than the KD values of 91 µM reported for BLG prepared from pooled milk (BLGBPrep II) at pH
2.253 in 0.1 M NaCl. At pH 2.6, the KD value of 54 µM observed for BLGA was larger than the KD
values of 15 µM reported at pH 2.534 and was smaller than the KD value of 130 µM measured at pH
2.754. The KD value of 9 µM at pH 7.0 observed for BLGA was smaller than the KD values of 20, 21, 24
µM reported for BLGA at pH 6.9–7.0 at 20°C.55–57 These results indicated that BLGA exists as
monomer-dimer equilibrium in this pH range although their reported values were obtained at 0.1–0.13
M NaCl.54,34 These differences in KD values can be attributed to different temperature and ionic
strength. An increase in temperature destabilizes the dimeric state,24 shifting the monomer-dimer
transition towards the monomer. The monomeric state of BLGA studied by NMR at 37°C (pH 2.6)
and 45°C (pH 2.0) could be a consequence of high temperature compared to the monomer-dimer
equilibrium at pH 2.2 and 2.6 at 20°C observed by using SAXS. At pH 3.0 and pH 4.0, our
scattering fits analyses showed that BLGA exists as a dimer, contrary to previously reported data at pH
3.0 in 0.1 M NaCl (KD 63 µM).24
Dependence of NaCl. In the presence of 50–150 mM NaCl, RG values were between 2.24 and 2.41
nm and scattering curves at pH 2.2, 2.6 and 7.0 showed a good fit to the dimeric structure (Table S2,
Figure S5). These data suggest that NaCl increased the dimer population by shielding intermolecular
electrostatic charge repulsions, hence stabilizing the dimeric state through hydrophobic and specific
electrostatic interactions, in agreement with reported data24,34 No significant changes were observed
when NaCl was added to the BLGA solution at pH 3.0 and 4.0 (Table S2, Figure 3A, Figure S3). In
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summary, these data suggest that BLGA dimeric structure is stable at pH 3.0 and 4.0, supporting the
dimeric crystal structure at pH 4. The stability of the dimeric structure at pH 4.0 could be attributable to
the formation of five inter submit hydrogen bonds between two monomer β-strands I. 
CONCLUSIONS
By this study, we have determined structure of the BLGA in the crystal and in solution at pH 4.0 and
characterized monomer–dimer equilibrium as a function of pH and ionic strength. BLGA differs from
other structures in several aspects involving variations in flexible loops and small helices  most
notably the AB loop conformation and the two monomer -strands I forming an intermolecular
antiparallel β-sheet that contains five hydrogen bonds, which seem to be required for stabilization of 
the dimer interface at pH 4.0. By SAXS and scattering modeling, we observed dimer-to-monomer
transition at pH <3.0 and at pH 7.0, attributable to intermolecular electrostatic charge repulsion
between BLGA monomers. We determined the percent proportion of monomer and dimer over a pH
range of 2.2–4.0 and at pH 7.0 and showed that the dimer proportion was increased with increase in
concentration of BLGA at pH 2.2, 2.6 and 7.0, indicating concentration dependent self-association of
BLGA. Additionally, we investigated the effect of salt on the solution state behavior of BLGA, and
found that although salt has no significant effect at pH 3.0 and 4.0, it at pH 2.2, 2.6 and 7.0 shifts the
monomer-dimer equilibrium towards the dimer. This increase in the dimer proportion is attributable to
counter ions shielding electrostatic charge repulsions and suggests that the dimer is stabilized by
intrinsic hydrophobic and specific electrostatic interactions. The findings provide detailed novel
information on molecular properties of BLGA of relevance to industrial applications, as i) BLG and its
nanocomplexes with polysaccharides have potential as delivery systems for drugs and
nutraceuticals,2,5866 ii) BLG used as enhancer for poorly absorbed bioactives58,59 and iii) BLG at pH
17
4.0 is important for formulation of different food products with other biological macromolecules (e.g.
polysaccharides) added as ingredients.
PDB accession number
The coordinates for BLGA been deposited in the Protein Data Bank with accession code 6FXB.
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